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ACHAR (CHARACTER)

‘KHOJI’

ACHAR (CHARACTER)
First thoughts come to mind, then these thoughts become
‘action’. On constant repetition of these thoughts they become the
person’s personality or ‘habit’ and the habit becomes a second
nature. These habits slowly become so powerful that despite our
knowing about their harmful effects, it is impossible to overcome
them. In this manner, the human being becomes a victim of his
own created ‘habits’ or mentality, such as an alcoholic or an
opium addict.
It does not end just here, because if these habits are
practiced over a long period of time, they permeate into our subconscious mind. Such accumulated thoughts in our consciousness,
affect our body, mind, and intellect to the extent that we become
like a bonded slave. In this manner, through continuous repetition
of such thoughts and actions, their colour –
At first
Then
Slowly & Slowly -

Infiltrates
Becomes permanent
Permeates fully

our inner being and ultimately totally assumes its Form.
For example, just look at an opium ‘addict’. He first starts
taking opium occasionally, then it becomes his habit and after
some time he is ‘addicted’ to it. Even knowing the demerits of
this addiction, he cannot become free of this habit. It has been
observed that eating opium all his life, the ‘impact’ of opium on
his personality is so deeply imbibed,
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that the addict himself is visibly transformed into a ‘form of
opium’ and in his every aspect of life, i.e. –
Thought
Speech
Seeing
Thinking
Movement
Signs
Actions
Dealings
the reflection of opium is visible.
The ‘energy’ emanating from the consciousness of such a
life is called ‘Character’.
It has become clear from the foregoing contemplation that
‘Character’ is the result of our own thoughts, habits and actions
practiced over a long period of time.
Our being good or bad is dependent upon our past actions,
present environment and the company we keep. Under these
influences, our thoughts, actions, habits, nature, ‘character’, and
‘personality’ are formed.
Like plants sprouting from different seeds bear different
branches, leaves, fruit, colour, juice, smell, etc., dependent on the
inlaid variety, hue or make-up of each seed.
Our ‘character’, in other words, takes form according to
the following reasons: 1. The influence of our previous lives
2. Influence of the company we keep in this life
3. Our conductivity or ability to absorb external
influences
Personality is the essence of the cumulative effect of our
thoughts, and reactions of our past and present lives.
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The influence of our previous incarnations is beyond our
control, but we can put this life’s actions on the righteous path,
because Waheguruji (God) has granted man the freedom of choice.
If you keep adding different things to pure water, it will
keep assuming different colours and ultimately become a
compound solution. With the addition of each item, its colour,
taste, and composition changes. In this way, the personality of
the ‘compound solution’ continually changes.
Adding our thoughts and actions of this life to the solution of our
previous lives’ accumulated influences, our life’s personalitycolour also keeps changing every moment.
The thoughts and actions of our mind are entirely
responsible for this change. In this way, we are forming our own
habits, character, personality, fate and changing every moment.
It is important to remember, that whatever is the hue and
personality of our mind presently it is the cumulative essence of previous births
of influences of our karmas
of the thoughts of this life
and of our current actions.
In other words, the formation of our present character or
personality is the result of our thoughts and actions during several
incarnations over a long period of time. That is why to change
our ‘character’ or personality, we also continuous dedicated
effort and determination over a long period of time.
We keep getting influenced by the external sangat or
influences, through the body’s senses. Under their influence we
make our new actions or karmas.
By repetition of these actions, our ‘habits’ are formed.
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Gradually, over time these habits penetrate into the sub-conscious
mind and become our ‘nature’ or ‘character’.
In this entire process, (the company we keep) Sangat is of
utmost importance.
As is the company it associates with, so is the fruit it eats. 1369

If we keep company of lowly thoughts and attitudes, we are sure
to have depraved thoughts and actions too; and if we keep
company of the pure-intuition minded, then slowly we will
perform good actions and our habits will also become good.
Here, it is important to remember that Sangat is also of
many types.
1.
Company of Individuals. It is commonly known
that whatever type of individuals we keep company with, we assume
similar ‘character’ and life-style. Of the two companions, the one
with the powerful mind, will affect the other. Mental vibrations
are manually exchanged between the two minds. Since, in this world
the people of Mayaci hue are predominant, it is imperative for the
spiritual seekers to meet as less people as possible.
Kabir, associate thou not with the infidel and flee far away
from him. If thou touch a black vessel, then, some blot
must attach to thee.
1371

2.
Company of Books. It is said that to know the
‘character ‘of a person, you need not ask anyone, just observe the
books by his bed side. From the books, his attitudes or state of mind
will become apparent. If a book is read the second time, it is the proof
that his character is in sync with the thoughts and feelings written
therein, no matter how he may pose outwardly. Similarly, the
character and morality of nations, groups of people, and the world can
be deduced. Whatever type of literature is predominant in a nation or
country or their attitudes are inclined to read, their character and
morality are moulded accordingly.
In other words, literature is the yard stick for determining the
character of an individual, nation, country and the world.
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These days nations, countries and the world are dominated
with degenerate literature of low sensual desires and colour. Because
of this the entire world’s mental state and morals are going downhill
and the demand for spiritually uplifting literature is on the decline.
According to the rule of demand and supply; the literature is
written for the demand that is prevalent. Hence, the writers must
force themselves to write the literature of people’s liking, resulting in
most of the writers’ mental hue becoming polluted with Mayaci
sensuality. If a Gurmukh does write pure-true spiritual writing, the
publishers are reluctant to publish, because the demand for such
literature is very low and their investment costs are blocked.
Thus, when we read, listen, contemplate, or get influenced our
mind is doing Sangat or Kusangat with the writings; the result of
which is deep, strong, sharp, and powerful.
Therefore, instead of reading these types of books or
magazines, reading of spiritually uplifting literature or Gurbani is
needed.
Recite God's glories and God's glories do thou reflect
upon.
Ever hearken thou, O man! the discourse of Lord
Master's Name.
95

3.
Provocative Sangat. Like cinemas, dance, sensual
dances, and pleasures of the tongue or ears.
All other relishes, which thou tasted, O my tongue,
with them thy thirst departs not, even for an instant.

180

As many as are the joys of the body, so many are the
pains, which cling to it.
1287

About this Guru Sahib has instructed us through Gurbani in the
following manner: O Brother! ruinous is the happiness of other relishes,
by eating which the body is crushed and sin enters the mind.
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O Brother! the happiness of other dresses is ruinous.
By wearing which the body is grinded and wickedness
takes possession of the soul.

16

Additionally, it is essential to avoid such acts like cinemas,
etc., which direct the mind towards lower attributes.
O mine eyes, God has infused light in you. Therefore, without
the Lord, you do not see another.
922

4.
Sangat of Past Memories. Living in
remembrance of past intellectual memories that have penetrated
the consciousness.
When we gain the discriminating power of recognising the
Sangat of low attributes, we can stop our mind from this direction
and re-direct it towards pure-uplifting Sangat. This is the first
and most difficult step, which is difficult to overcome without the
help and guidance of enlightened souls, because the mind due to
its ingrained nature spontaneously gravitates downhill by the
Mayaci-pull.
Whenever old depraved memories come to mind, the easy
method is to forget/change these at once and redirect the mind
towards higher-sublime thoughts. If this task is not performed
immediately with determination, that attribute will again start
functioning as of old.
In other words when negative memories come to mind,
replace them at once with positive good thoughts.
It is easier to substitute our solidified thoughts with pure and
sublime direction than to supress or erase them.
Receptivity is the underlying function in the making of our
thoughts, because whatever habits or moral character has come into
being in us, is the result of continuous repetition or practice, and to
change this continuous practice is needed with determination.
Concentration and repetition develops power in our thoughts
and actions.
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Hence, it is essential to contemplate deeply about the
subject of practice. On this issue, an enlightened soul has offered
the following explanation, which can help us understand this
subject:
Every physical sensation or thought leaves a permanent
trace among the thousands of cells of the brain. These traces in
the brain are permanently and constantly accumulating and their
sum-total is our Personality and Character. Everything we do,
makes it easier to do the same thing again. This is because
electric currents record all that happened to us by creating
pathways among the cells of the brain. The more frequently any
action is performed, the deeper and broader these pathways
become.
Therefore, we are spinning our own FATES, good or bad.
Never to be undone! Every smallest stroke of Virtue or Vice
leaves behind Ever-so little Scar on our mind.
The drunkard excuses himself for every dereliction saying,
“I won’t count this time.” Well, he may not count it, but it is being
counted none-the-less! Down among his nerve cells and fibres,
the molecules are counting it, registering and storing it up, to be
used against him, when the next temptation comes!
Its translation in Punjabi can be given as follows:
The influence of extrovert Sangat on our mind is recorded
firmly and deeply on the thousands of cells of our brain. The brain’s
subtle hue becomes gradually permanent in our mind. The
summation of these influences is called Personality or
‘Character’. Whatever act we do at first, it becomes easy to do a
second time because on the cassette of our mind and brain, the
thought or action is recorded by the brain’s electrical current. In this
way the cells of our brain are marked with similar thoughts which
create a pathway for the next corresponding thoughts.
Accordingly, whatever act we repeatedly perform, the
influence of that act on our brain, mind and body is relatively deep
and makes the next act easy and spontaneous. Thus, with time we are
building our own good or bad character which then becomes
difficult to dismantle.
Our most minute thoughts or actions leave an indelible
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impression on our minds. As such, none of our actions or thoughts
ever go waste and hence we must bear their good or bad
consequences at one time or the other.
Although a drunkard deceives himself every time by
saying, “So, what difference does it make by drinking today’s one
peg?” Despite his mind’s false satisfaction, every peg does leave
an indelible deep impression on his inner-self. This negative
influence contributes to the awakening of his next urge which
eventually becomes harmful for his life.
This point can be easily understood with another example.
Throwing water on the ground, the water makes a pathway as it
flows. When water is thrown on the same place the second time,
the water will flow on the same pathway. On repetition of this act
of throwing water, the pathway will keep becoming wider and
deeper. Similarly, with our every thought or action a groove or
‘habit’ is formed in the mind. After some time, the colour of the
actions resulting from the thoughts, shapes our character slowlyspontaneously, without our knowledge, the reflection of our
character begins to manifest in our every thought and action. This
way, we assume the form of our thoughts and actions, which is
then called Personality.
The entire contemplation given above is the ‘play’ of our
mind’s thoughts within the bounds of the three attributes of Maya
or worldly realm.
Now, let us attempt to contemplate on this subject in the light of
Gurbani.
Gurbani has described ‘Character’ as follows:
Truth is high, higher still is truthful living.

62

Perfect conduct is my meditation on Name.

1137

God's Name for is all the good deeds.

1145

The value of any object is in its existence, and when the object
manifests, comes into Being, its value increases manifold.
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For example, electricity is hidden silently in the battery,
but when it activates, it serves by becoming light; hence due its
utility its value increases.
Similarly, Truth is a Divine virtue and is the foundation
of many other virtues. When this Truth activates and
‘manifests’, it is the fulfilment of ‘Truth’ and its value is
realized. That is why Gurbani says‘Truth is high, but higher still is Truthful living.’ Just like the –
Character of flowers is
Character of wood is
Character of water is
Character of sun is
Character of moon is
Character of attraction is
Character of love is
Character of loving is

fragrance
fire
cooling
heat
cool light
pull
fondling
sacrifice

In the beginning of this LEKH (article) an attempt was
made to give fundamental reasons for our character –
Thoughts
Actions resulting from thoughts.
Sangat and
Repetition of karmic actions.
The cumulative essence of our previous karmas and the
present environment Sangat forms the axis of our life around which
our thoughts, actions, habits, and character keep revolving. The
quality of our Sangat is also determined by the measure of our
accumulated influences of previous karmas and according to the
colour of those influences, the thoughts come, and actions are taken.
While we have no control over our previous incarnations influences,
discrimination of the present Sangat and acting accordingly for the
quality of our life is certainly within our power. Making the
appropriate choice on this point in the worldly realm under the
influence of our ego also depends on the Sangat of our previous
incarnations influences and the current environment.
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In the religions of different countries, according to their
past culture and environment, various customs and concepts are
prevail. While a concept in one country/religion may be
considered good the same concept may be considered bad in
another country or religion.
Similarly, with time opinions about certain thoughts being
good or bad, high or low also keep changing, due to which the
people of different countries/religions develop quarrels,
disagreement, differences, etc., towards each other.
In other words the determination of thoughts or the Sangat
choice, depends on the changing ‘three attributes’ (greed, truth,
attachment, of Maya), which are neither solid nor have a
foundation. This is just the result of our mind’s self-created,
changing, imaginative, ignorant thoughts. Hence, our choice,
determination, or conception can be –
Baseless
Wrong
Incomplete
Polluted
Lowly
Changing
Ignorant
Powerless
Harmful
We are surrounded by the strong aura of the three
attributes of the Mayaci world, which is bound to exert a negative
influence on our mind, body, thoughts and actions. Whatever we
do, is done with the mind-oriented intellect under the influence of
our ‘ego’.
In ego he becomes true or false.
In ego he reflects on virtue or vice.

466

Our Satguru has not left the pull-string of our priceless life
in the sphere of egoistic worldly realm and hue, but in the guiding
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light of Gurbani has blessed us with the support of pure-true,
infallible, everlasting Guru wisdom.
This is the right conduct, and this is the correct daily routine that
thou obey Lord's will, this is thy worship too. He who practises
this spell, O Nanak, swims across the dreadful world ocean.
377
To all religious rituals and various ceremonial rites, superior is
the conduct of the Name's meditation.
405
The Lord's praise is my culture, occupation and caste.
Hearing the singing of Lord’s praise, I feel great joy.

715

Gurbani has originated from the Source, hence it is the Light of
Guru Wisdom. The Guru wisdom is infallible, everlasting, exalted,
pure and comforting. In this way our Satguru has based our life’s
direction on the Divine Bani’s everlasting truthful foundation.
Joining the holy company of saints, contemplate over the
Name alone.
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In the ‘Sadh Sangat’ our thoughts get the righteous direction
with which we must do ‘Word Contemplation’ or Simran. As our
mind does ‘Word Contemplation’ in the holy company of enlightened
souls, accordingly our thoughts, actions, habits, character become
intuitional and conscious and get imbibed with the Divine hue. In
this manner becoming free of the three attributes of the Mayaci realm,
even the previous karmic accumulated influences, can also change
and our character imbued with Divine virtues can become ‘Truthful
Character’.
Since our thoughts are dependent on the Sangat, the Satguru has
given strict instruction to do ‘Sadh Sangat’. This Sangat of –
Gurbani
Religious Scriptures
Beloved Gurmukhs
Blessed Gursikhs
Practioners of Gurbani
Shabad Earners
Focused Ones
Love Drenched
Saints Holy Company
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Living but with their Ego Dead
Detached from the worldly realm
Self-Realized
God conscious beings
Saint-Soldier
The Pure
‘Sangat’ or ‘Sadh Sangat’ is needed.
Standing up and sitting down meditate thou on God and
enshrine affection for the holy company of saints.
Nanak when the Supreme Lord abides in man's mind his
evil intellect is annulled.

297

Acceptable become the persons, who are imbued with the
Lord. In their association supreme wealth is attained.

353

At every breath, I remember my Lord and I, ever, abide in
the holy company of saints.
God's Name is my sole support and wealth. From it alone,
Nanak obtain delight.

533

He, who remembers God obtains all the comforts. We
should daily go, sit and associate with the society of the
pious persons.

550

The Lord's saint so heartily loves His God, as the lotus
flower blooms by seeing the moon.

975

Let some saint, God's holy man and my loved holy man
come and show me the way to my God.

1201

I seek the refuge of God's slaves. I see not any other way
out.
1203

For our life to be put on the righteous spiritual path, the
second instruction is to ‘meditate only on the Word’. This
‘meditation’ of the ‘Word’ is –
Remembrance
Devotion
Contemplation
Repetition with every breath & morsel
Contemplating sitting and getting up
Repeating walking, stopping, standing.
Contemplating ever and ever
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Repeating every moment & instant
In the Gurbani line, ‘meditate only on the Word’, ‘only’ is
of great importance. This means that ‘repeating the Name’ should
be our life’s one and only Exclusive Business. Except this, all
other worldly tasks are useless according to the Gurbani line,
‘other doings are of no use’. There are many misunderstandings
and mistaken beliefs about this point. In our hearts there is a
central focus or conception around which our life revolves
naturally. The colour of that particular point or ‘character’
becomes prevalent in our every action, thought, speech, seeing,
etc. In other words, in every aspect of our life the reflection or our
character is predominant or is the priority, and all other thoughts,
actions become secondary and are imbued with this very
reflection.
Hence, if our life gets moulded with ‘Word
Contemplation’ (Simran) in the Holy Company of enlightened
souls, then ‘Naam’ (Word) becomes the focus of our life and the
colour of the ‘Word’ is reflected in our every thought, thinking,
habit and ‘character’. In this state the ‘Word hue’ becomes the
priority and support of our life and all other thoughts revolve
around it, i.e., ‘Naam’ (Word).
Thus ‘Simran becomes the support, priority, or ‘only
action’ of our life.
Life-giving is Thine contemplation, O Lord.

743

This does not mean that we quit doing all other worldly
tasks. While living in the world, we must perform our duties in
accordance with the Divine Will. But the important point is that we
should give priority to Simran and perform all other tasks imbued
with ‘Naam’.
However, in practice we have given priority to our worldly
life in complete defiance of the Divine Will and perform all tasks
imbued in the worldly colour. This is done to the extent that we
measure and interpret spirituality, or Gurbani with the same Mayaci
yardstick. In this manner, we have given priority to the worldly side,
consider spirituality as superficial and coloured it with worldly hue,
the result of which is clearly visible in our life.
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To save us from this illusion and (wrong conception),
Gurbani has given strict instructions.
One may perform many religious rites and good actions,
but without the Name, accursed and doomed is the Proud
person.
162
All other rituals and affairs are useless without the Lord's
meditation.
682
This is the useless way of life of the egocentric, that
forgetting the Name, he performs many other
rituals.
1277
Without the Lord's Name, no one is ever blessed with good
conduct.
1285
Without the name, how can there be good character?
1330

Summarised, this means that without Simran our thoughts,
actions and character are incomplete, hollow, mistaken, harmful,
and painful. As a result all our rituals become useless and our life
is wasted in the worldly illusion.
Being entangled and enmeshed in the love of false
occupations the whole world had perished.
The man, who embraces not affection for the Name, goes
to hell even though he perform millions of ceremonial rites.

133

240

In olden times people valued the higher and better life
principles and their character was also higher and truthful. To keep
the high character intact they were also well disciplined.
Consequently they underwent numerous sacrifices to protect
not only themselves but their family and their nation’s character.
These days worldliness has affected our lives so deeply and
strongly that our ego has become subtler and more powerful.
Hence, in our lives, me-mine and selfishness or self-gratification
are predominant. As a result of which our egoistic personality –
has itself become the focal point of our life, and day and night
we are circling around the pivot of me and mine.
Thus, keeping our ‘egoistic personality’ alive and well
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has become our life style. In order to propagate it we have
forsaken our–
Body and mind discipline
Pure-lofty life goals
Morality
Character
and our way of life is to nurture our egoistic personality.
The false Maya itself has become –
Our God
Our religion
Our morality
Our character
Our life
due to which the ego of me-mine is prevalent in the world –
Selfishness
Grabbing
Robbing
Bribery
Deception
Lies-Cheating
Jealously-Duality
Enmity-Opposition
Fights
Cruelty
present and dominating everyplace.
In other words, in this Dark-Age instead of humanitarian
moderation, morality and ‘character’, keeping alive our me-mine
egoistic personality by hook or crook has become our morals or
‘character’.
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Thus, Gurbani has warned us about this wretchedness as
follows: I would not have ruined myself by clinging to the false
world.

488

Even in this characterless Dark Age, the Gurmukhs who have
submitted to Gurbani and Sat Sang, have been described –
Gurmukhs get pleasure in the Company of Saints.
They remain indifferent to Maya, though they live in it.
VBG 15/21

It is said that such Gurmukhs imbued in Gurbani’s Pure-True
intuitional colour and character are indeed rare.
Rare in the world of all knowing is the man of
character.
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413

End.

